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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which technology can prevent client devices from arbitrarily
connecting to the network without state remediation?
A. 802.11n
B. IP Source Guard
C. 802.1x
D. MAC Authentication Bypass
Answer: C
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NEW QUESTION: 3
You are employed as a developer at ABC.com. ABC.com makes use
of Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012.
You are in the process of creating an output menu item. You
have accessed Menu Items in the Application Object Tree (AOT).
Which of the following are valid options for creating an output
menu item? (Choose three.)
A. You can drag a query from the Queries node to the Output
node.
B. You can drag a job from the Jobs node to the Output node.
C. You can drag a report from the Reports node to the Output
node.
D. You can drag a form from the Forms node to the Output node.
E. You can drag a class from the Classes node to the Output
node.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A database has tables named Table1, Table2, and Table3.
Table1 has a foreign key relationship with Table2.
Table2 has a foreign key relationship with Table3.
Table1 does not have a direct relationship with Table3.
You need to recommend an appropriate dimension usage
relationship.
What should you recommend?
A. fact relationship
B. many-to-one relationship
C. regular dimension relationship
D. referenced relationship
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

A reference dimension relationship between a cube dimension and
a measure group exists when the key column for the dimension is
joined indirectly to the fact table through a key in another
dimension table, as shown in the following illustration.
Incorrect Answers:
C: A regular dimension relationship between a cube dimension
and a measure group exists when the key column for the
dimension is joined directly to the fact table.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/analysis-services/multidim
ensional-models-olap-logicalcube-objects/dimension-relationships
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